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This poker workbook has one goal: to help you actually improve between
sessions. By learning powerful concepts and drilling through exercises, your
ability to calculate accurately and quickly at the tables improves. Your time at the
tables shouldn't be spent trying to calculate pot odds of a call or the breakeven-%
of your bluffs. Calculations like these should be automatic, giving you extra time
and brainpower to find ways to optimize your edge during a hand. Now you can
practice the math that underlies all aspects of your poker strategy. Drill through
the technical side of your preflop playbook. And start putting a bigger gap
between your winrate and the regs in your game. This workbook teaches you the
formulas and lays out practice exercises for concepts like: Equity Range
Building/Hand Reading Combos & Blockers Pot Odds Implied Odds Breakeven
% & Auto-Profit Expected Value (EV) Open-Raising 3Betting & 4Betting Preflop
All-Ins By learning these simple formulas and practicing them at your own pace,
you'll find poker math getting far easier. You don't need an IQ of 175 to master
poker math - you just need some guidance, some shortcuts, and some in-depth
training. Complete just a few pages per day, and you'll see serious improvement
in the next month. And the best news is that these concepts come into play in
every single session, at every single level, and wherever you happen to play
poker. So the examples in this book range from live cash games to online
tournaments - without bogging you down with confusing variables that will never
apply to the poker games you play. The Answer Key Based upon feedback from
previous workbooks, there is an included answer key so you can double-check
your answers at any point. There is a link on Page #246 so you can download the
answer key OR use the online version that will get lifetime updates. This key also
includes all of the range strands, making it easy to copy ranges from the
workbook and paste them directly into your poker software. Is This Workbook For
You? We all have to start somewhere, and no one is born with technical poker
knowledge imprinted in their brain. So truthfully answer each of these: Can you
look at a range and correctly estimate its %-form and number of combos? If not,
then this book is for you. Do you know how often a player would fold if you 3bet
or squeezed them? If not, this book is for you. Do you know how many combos of
AQ a player can have on AQ4 when you hold AKs? If not, this book is for you. Do
you know how much extra money you need to make when you have 15% equity
and are getting 3:1 on a turn call? If not, then this book is for you. Do you know
how often you can expect both the blinds to fold when you raise from the button?
If not, this book is for you. Do you know how much equity AKs has against a
range of QQ+/AK? If not, this book is for you. Are you 100% confident in your
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poker math skills yet? If not, then this book is for you. No more excuses. No more
confusion when it comes to the core poker math. And no more reasons for
skipping another study session. Pick up the Preflop & Math Poker Workbook and
start seeing your strategy the right way. Good luck! The spiral design on the
cover/back is purely decoration. Unfortunately, spiralbound printing is not an
available option at this time.
Make your own luck--lessons that show you how to play poker like a pro. Are you
ready to go all-in on learning to play poker like a champ? The Poker Coach is the
ultimate in-home resource for card sharks looking to get serious and start
growing their bankroll. Whether it's developing essential strategies for managing
odds, reading tells, or controlling your body language, the guidance inside The
Poker Coach gives you everything you need to take your game to the next level.
Each chapter dives deep into a different aspect of poker, like opening bets or
poker psychology, helping you analyze your style of play as well as offering
expert recommendations for developing your strengths at the table. This
complete guide to mastering poker includes: Manage your bank--Learn how to
stay financially secure with professional insight into what you should be doing to
avoid going bust. Practical gameplay tips--Shore up your weaknesses with
advice that delves into the math behind poker and presents concrete strategies
for getting the most out of every hand. Final exams--Show that you're ready for
the top tables by passing tests that allow you to demonstrate that you've
mastered critical lessons. If you're ready to graduate from kitchen tables and
casual play, then this is the book for you.
LA BIBLIA DEL POKER Liderado por el legendario Doyle Brunson, dos veces
campeon del evento principal de las World Series of Poker (WSOP) y ganador
de 10 brazaletes de oro, Super System Deluxe revela las estrategias de los
mejores jugadores de todos los tiempos, de entre los que destacan la
participacion de Phil Hellmuth Jr, dueno de 12 brazaletes WSOP y ganador de
mas de 11 millones de dolares en torneos en vivo; Daniel Negreanu, Team
PokerStars Pro, ganador de 3 brazaletes WSOP y mas de 16 millones de
dolares en premios; Johnny Chan, dos veces campeon mundial, ganador de 10
brazaletes WSOP y mas de 6 millones de dolares en cobros; Jennifer Harman,
ganadora de 2 brazaletes WSOP, reconocida como una de las mas importantes
figuras femeninas del ambiente; Mike Caro, prestigioso autor, analista, profesor e
investigador; Lyle Berman, ganador de 3 brazaletes WSOP, fundador del World
Poker Tour (WPT) y jugador de la partidas abiertas (cash games) con limites
mas altos del mundo.
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.
Like a secret society, poker has its own language and customs -- its own
governing logic and rules of etiquette that the uninitiated may find intimidating. It's
a game of skill, and playing well depends on more than just a good hand or the
ability to hide emotion. The first step toward developing a style of play worthy of
the greats is learning to think like a poker player. In a game where there are no
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absolutes, mastering the basics is only the beginning -- being able to pull off the
strategy and theatrics is the difference between legendary wins and epic failure.
Before The Perfect Storm, before In the Heart of the Sea, Steven Callahan’s
dramatic tale of survival at sea was on the New York Times bestseller list for
more than thirty-six weeks. In some ways the model for the new wave of
adventure books, Adrift is an undeniable seafaring classic, a riveting firsthand
account by the only man known to have survived more than a month alone at
sea, fighting for his life in an inflatable raft after his small sloop capsized only six
days out. “Utterly absorbing” (Newsweek), Adrift is a must-have for any
adventure library.
Modern Poker Theory is a comprehensive, rigorous guide to the most important
aspects of No-Limit Hold’em. It is based around an in-depth examination of what
is meant by game theory optimal play (GTO) and how it can be applied at the
table. Understanding GTO is fundamental to being able to make accurate poker
decisions and being able to exploit players who don’t. Modern Poker Theory
uses modern poker tools to develop a systematic approach to the analysis of
GTO. It organizes the ideas and concepts in an intuitive manner that is totally
focused to practical applications. Next time you are at a table some of the players
will have studied Modern Poker Theory and some won’t. The players who have
studied Modern Poker Theory will, without doubt, have a better theoretical and
practical understanding of No-Limit Hold’em. They will be the favourites in the
game. Make sure you are one of them. Michael Acevedo, one of the world’s
leading poker theorists, is a game theory expert who is renowned for creating
cutting-edge content for the world’s leading players. The production of Modern
Poker Theory is the culmination of many thousands of hours of his research work
with the most advanced poker software tools available. It is poker theory for the
21st century.
In this “heart-stopping” (Publishers Weekly) page-turner from New York Times
bestselling author J.A. Jance, Ali Reynolds finds herself working against the
police to clear two innocent names. Former reporter Ali Reynolds finds herself
working against the police to add up the clues that connect one frightened
teenager, two dead bodies, and $300,000...with the body count rising. Hired to
investigate the grisly murder of a gold-digging divorcée on behalf of the woman
accused of the crime, Ali Reynolds is immediately drawn to the case of the
secretive teenager who found the body. A. J. Sanders was in the Camp Verde
desert to retrieve a mystery box buried by his absent father—a box that turns out
to be filled with hundreds of thousands of dollars’ worth of poker chips. When a
second body is found in the desert, it seems the three cases are more closely
related than anyone could have imagined. Though Ali’s friends in the police
department grow increasingly irritated by her involvement, Ali must stop a
ruthless killer from claiming another victim...before she is lost in this game of
deadly stakes.
An expert poker player and columnist for "Card Player" magazine shows how
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players at every level of the game can master the art of the bluff.
¡Bienvenido al Poker 2.0.! Desde que El libro verde del poker mostrara la
estrategia y filosofía necesarias para ganar en el No Limit Texas Hold'em, el
poker ha cambiado de forma rápida y drástica. Hoy en día, el Pot Limit Omaha
es el juego favorito en los niveles más altos. Los jugadores que lo practican son
agresivos, las partidas inestables, las decisiones difíciles y la presión constante.
En esta nueva obra, Phil Gordon ?uno de los maestros más solicitados, que ha
ganado más de 1,2 millones de dólares en premios de torneos durante los
últimos tres años? reconstruye el juego desde los cimientos. La clave para
competir con los jugadores de élite actuales es encontrar la ventaja postflop,
pero para comprender este nuevo estilo debes, en primer lugar, dominar las
matemáticas que lo sustentan. No te sientas intimidado. Gordon hace que este
desafío sea sencillo y comprensible: explica los fundamentos del poker 2.0,
desvela las herramientas del jugador moderno, examina rigurosamente las
nuevas líneas de juego en el No Limit Hold'em y disecciona las diversa
estrategias de Pot Limit Omaha, explorando por el camino la mentalidad
ganadora que llevsará tu juego a un nivel superior. Visualizar el turnPagar una
resubida en fríoMesas peligrosas y mesas con proyectoEjemplos de manos
Poker is America’s national card game, and its popularity continues to grow.
Nationwide, you can find a game in progress everywhere. If you want to play, you
can find poker games on replicas of 19th century riverboats or on Native
American tribal lands. You can play poker at home with the family or online with
opponents from around the world. Like bowling and billiards before it, poker has
moved out from under the seedier side of its roots and is flowering in the
sunshine. Maybe you’ve never played poker before and you don’t even know
what a full house is. Poker For Dummies covers the basics. Or perhaps you've
played for years, but you just don’t know how to win. This handy guide will help
you walk away from the poker table with winnings, not lint, in your pockets. If
you’re a poker expert, you still can benefit – some of the suggestions may
surprise you, and you can certainly learn from the anecdotes from professional
players like T.J. Cloutier and Stu Unger. Know what it takes to start winning hand
after hand by exploring strategy; getting to know antes and betting structure;
knowing your opponents, and understanding the odds. Poker For Dummies also
covers the following topics and more: Poker games such as Seven-Card Stud,
Omaha, and Texas Hold'em Setting up a game at home Playing in a casino: Do's
and don'ts Improving your play with Internet and video poker Deciphering poker
sayings and slang Ten ways to read your opponent's body language Playing in
poker tournaments Money management and recordkeeping Knowing when and
how to bluff Poker looks like such a simple game. Anyone, it seems, can play it
well – but that's far from the truth. Learning the rules can be quick work, but
becoming a winning player takes considerably longer. Still, anyone willing to
make the effort can become a good player. You can succeed in poker the way
you succeed in life: by facing it squarely, getting up earlier than the next person,
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and working harder and smarter than the competition. Foreword by Chris
Moneymaker, 2003 World Series of Poker Champion.
Beyond statistics, beyond whether to raise, call, or fold, Elements of Poker
reveals a new world of profitability for your bankroll and your life. You know tilt
costs you money, but do you know how to make it go away? You know position is
important, but do you know how to cash in that knowledge? Elements of Poker
will teach you all of this and much more. Published in 2007, Elements of poker
has been extremely well-received by the poker community for its fresh
perspective, grand scope, humor, insight, and tilt reduction teachings. Tommy
Angelo is a top tier poker coach, poker writer, and philosopher. Join professional,
winning poker players like Phil Galfond, Ed Miller, Simon Munz, Lee Jones, and
David Benefield in reading the book that Jay Rosenkrantz calls the best poker
book ever.
The purpose of this book, says the author, is to show the effect of Indian
medicinal practices on white civilization. Actually it achieves far more. It
discusses Indian theories of disease and methods of combating disease and
even goes into the question of which diseases were indigenous and which were
brought to the Indian by the white man. It also lists Indian drugs that have won
acceptance in the Pharmacopeia of the United States and the National
Formulary. The influence of American Indian healing arts on the medicine and
healing and pharmacology of the white man was considerable. For example,
such drugs as insulin and penicillin were anticipated in rudimentary form by the
aborigines. Coca leaves were used as narcotics by Peruvian Indians hundreds of
years before Carl Koller first used cocaine as a local anesthetic in 1884. All
together, about 170 medicines, mostly botanical, were contributed to the official
compendia by Indians north of the Rio Grande, about 50 more coming from
natives of the Latin-American and Caribbean regions. Impressions and attitudes
of early explorers, settlers, physicians, botanists, and others regarding Indian
curative practices are reported by geographical regions, with British, French, and
Spanish colonies and the young United States separately treated. Indian theories
of disease—sorcery, taboo violation, spirit intrusion, soul loss, unfulfilled dreams
and desires, and so on -and shamanistic practices used to combat them are
described. Methods of treating all kinds of injuries-from fractures to snakebiteand even surgery are included. The influence of Indian healing lore upon folk or
domestic medicine, as well as on the "Indian doctors" and patent medicines, are
discussed. For the convenience of the reader, an index of botanical names is
provided, together with a wide variety of illustrations. The disproportionate
attention that has been given to the superstitious and unscientific features of
aboriginal medicine has tended to obscure its real contributions to American
civilization.
The idea of "The Green Book" is to give the Motorist and Tourist a Guide not only
of the Hotels and Tourist Homes in all of the large cities, but other classifications
that will be found useful wherever he may be. Also facts and information that the
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Negro Motorist can use and depend upon. There are thousands of places that
the public doesn't know about and aren't listed. Perhaps you know of some? If so
send in their names and addresses and the kind of business, so that we might
pass it along to the rest of your fellow Motorists. You will find it handy on your
travels, whether at home or in some other state, and is up to date. Each year we
are compiling new lists as some of these places move, or go out of business and
new business places are started giving added employment to members of our
race.
POKER BRAIN is a poker coach, life coach, and finance advisor all gathered as one.
This book provides a holistic, concise, and clear poker playing method, by which a
player can earn half of bankroll as monthly income. Another words, if the bankroll is
$3,000, with these directions, can expect $1,500 every month. Calculating a larger
bankroll, if player has a $9,000 bankroll, can expect to make $4,500 every month.
Awesome.
Three top tournament winners walk readers through the key hands of actual
tournaments, explaining what is required to win, how to play the final table, and how to
dominate weak players and outthink strong players to maximize your advantage.
For today's poker players, Texas hold 'em is the game. Every day, tens of thousands of
small stakes hold 'em games are played all over the world in homes, card rooms, and
on the Internet. These games can be very profitable -- if you play well. But most people
don't play well and end up leaving their money on the table. Small Stakes Hold 'em:
Winning Big with Expert Play explains everything you need to be a big winner. Unlike
many other books about small stakes games, it teaches the aggressive and attacking
style used by all professional players. However, it does not simply tell you to play
aggressively; it shows you exactly how to make expert decisions through numerous
clear and detailed examples. Small Stakes Hold 'em teaches you to think like a
professional player. Topics include implied odds, pot equity, speculative hands,
position, the importance of being suited, hand categories, counting outs, evaluating the
flop, large pots versus small pots, protecting your hand, betting for value on the river,
and playing overcards. In addition, after you learn the winning concepts, test your skills
with over fifty hand quizzes that present you with common and critical hold 'em
decisions. Choose your action, then compare it to the authors' play and reasoning. This
text presents cutting-edge ideas in straightforward language. It is the most thorough
and accurate discussion of small stakes hold 'em available. Your opponents will read
this book; make sure you do, too!
This book contains no nudity. No profanity. No sexual material of any kind. And yet it
just might be the most obscene thing we've ever published! Penis Pokey is an
illustrated board book with a large die-cut hole in its center. Every spread features a
dazzling full-color illustration with one thing missing a banana, perhaps, or a fire hose,
or a sea serpent. Male readers can complete the illustrations using the talents God has
given them. Are we serious? Yes! Is this funny? Absolutely! Will this be a terrific hit with
college students, bachelorette parties, and exhibitionists of all ages? Of course! Penis
Pokey is far and away the strangest and funniest novelty book we've seen in a long,
long time.
Phil Gordon plays poker with the best players in the world. He has won -- and lost -- in
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learning from every hand dealt. As the resident expert and cohost of Celebrity Poker
Showdown, Phil has quickly become one of the most sought-after teachers of No Limit
Texas Hold'em. It's a tough game. But anyone can become a winning player with the
right amount of courage, patience, aggression, observation, and, perhaps most
important, dedication to becoming a better player. After fifteen years of keeping notes
on the things he's learned, the greats he's played with, and the celebrities he's taught,
Phil Gordon has poured every single thing he knows about No Limit Texas Hold'em into
this little green book. Taking a page from Harvey Penick's bestselling book of golf
wisdom, Phil plays the role of both teacher and student, offering up insightful tips on
how to think about poker and how to develop a singular style of play. Through
philosophy, psychology, strategy, math, and the knowledge gleaned from playing poker
with everyone from T. J. Cloutier and Phil Ivey to Hank Azaria and Ben Affleck, Phil
breaks down the game into enlightening instructional tidbits and illustrative anecdotes
that inspire the kind of persistence and motivation necessary to improve your game. A
book to rank with Doyle Brunson's Super System and David Sklansky's The Theory of
Poker, Phil Gordon's Little Green Book deserves a spot on the shelf of every serious
student of the game.
The book that inspired the major new motion picture Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom.
Nelson Mandela is one of the great moral and political leaders of our time: an
international hero whose lifelong dedication to the fight against racial oppression in
South Africa won him the Nobel Peace Prize and the presidency of his country. Since
his triumphant release in 1990 from more than a quarter-century of imprisonment,
Mandela has been at the center of the most compelling and inspiring political drama in
the world. As president of the African National Congress and head of South Africa's
antiapartheid movement, he was instrumental in moving the nation toward multiracial
government and majority rule. He is revered everywhere as a vital force in the fight for
human rights and racial equality. LONG WALK TO FREEDOM is his moving and
exhilarating autobiography, destined to take its place among the finest memoirs of
history's greatest figures. Here for the first time, Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela tells the
extraordinary story of his life--an epic of struggle, setback, renewed hope, and ultimate
triumph.
The action-packed and gripping new adventure by number one bestselling author,
Wilbur Smith, about one man's quest for revenge. 'An exciting, taut and thrilling journey
you will never forget' - Sun THE DESIRE FOR REVENGE CAN BURN THE HEART
OUT OF A MAN. The son of a wealthy plantation owner and a doting mother, Mungo St
John is accustomed to wealth and luxury - until he returns from university to discover
his family ruined, his inheritance stolen and his childhood sweetheart, Camilla, taken by
the conniving Chester Marion. Mungo swears vengeance and devotes his life to saving
Camilla-and destroying Chester. Camilla, trapped in New Orleans, powerless as a kept
slave and subject to Chester's brutish behaviour, must do whatever it takes to survive.
As Mungo battles his own fate and misfortune, he must question what it takes for a man
to regain his power in the world when he has nothing, and what he is willing to do to
exact revenge... PRAISE FOR WILBUR SMITH: 'A Master Storyteller' - Sunday Times
'Wilbur Smith is one of those benchmarks against whom others are compared' - The
Times 'No one does adventure quite like Smith' - Daily Mirror
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Contains six sections discussing probability, poker, blackjack, other casino games, sports
betting, and general gambling concepts. This book contains some of the most sophisticated
gambling ideas that have ever been put into print. Included is perhaps the best discussion of
the basic mathematics of gambling, yet it is written so that even the most non-mathematical of
readers can understand it. Many of the ideas discussed are those that the author himself has
successfully used during his career. Topics include expectation, combinations, Baye's
Theorem, the eight mistakes in poker, checking in the dark, playing tight, The Key Card
Concept, casinos and their mistakes, crapless craps, betting sports, hedging and middling,
knowing what's important, the Law of Averages and Other Fallacies, and much more.
Learn to Master 6-Max No Limit Hold'em Micro Stakes Cash Games Are you new to poker or a
struggling poker player? Do you want to be a profitable poker player? Do you want to learn
how to master the micro stakes? If so, this book is for you. If you're a beginning, losing, breakeven, or slightly winning micro stakes cash game player, this book was written for you. This
book will teach you everything you need to know to master 6-Max No Limit Hold'em micro
stakes cash games and turn nickels, dimes and quarters into hundreds of dollars of profit.
Become a Master of Micro Stakes Online Poker In this book you'll learn everything you need to
know to crush online micro stakes poker. I'll teach you time-tested strategies for beating the
micro stakes through a tight-aggressive approach to beating these games. My goal with this
book is to teach you everything that I've learned throughout the years to help turn you into a
solid, winning micro stakes poker player. What You'll Get out of This Book This book will teach
you to become a solid, winning player, not only at the micro stakes but also at the live low
stakes. More importantly, it'll teach you to become a thinking poker player. The common theme
of this book is to help you build a solid foundation for long-term poker success. I'll do my best
to impart all of the fundamental poker strategies and tactics you'll need to know to master the
micro stakes. We'll focus on learning a tight, aggressive approach to the game by using a timetested, proven strategy that works. Over 140 Carefully Devised Practice & Example Poker
Hand Scenarios Free Enrollment into 17.5-Hour Crush Micro Stakes Poker Training Course at
MicroGrinder Poker School Contents & Overview We'll start off discussing why people lose at
poker, then progress to essential topics where we cover concepts such as the power of
position, reasons to bet, understanding equity, and other important concepts. From there we'll
jump to the next section, where we talk about our basic game plan and study strategies for
beating the micro stakes. After that we'll introduce HUD stats and basic player types. From
there, we'll move onto what I consider the meat and potatoes of the book, which are the last 3
sections of the book, where we discuss, pre-flop strategies, essential poker math, and post-flop
strategies for mastering the micro stakes. Learn Why People Lose at Poker Master
Fundamental Poker Concepts Necessary to Crush the Micro Stakes Learn the Importance of
Aggressive Poker, Position, Equity, Expected Value and Much More Understand Essential
Poker HUD Stats and Player Types That'll Allow You to Outplay Your Opponents Master PreFlop Strategies Necessary to Beat the Micro Stakes Learn the Fundamentals of Raising First
in, 3-Betting, Cold-Calling, Set-Mining, Isolation Raising and Much More Master Essential
Poker Math All Poker Player Need to Know Understand Post-Flop Fundamentals That'll Allow
You to Win More Pots Learn the Secrets to Profitable Post-Flop Play and Continuation Betting
Master Post-Flop Play as the Pre-Flop Aggressor and Pre-Flop Caller Learn to Properly Play
Limped, 3-Bet and Blind Defense Pots Post-Flop And Much More What Are You Waiting For?
Purchase this book today to start improving your poker game! Once you complete this book,
you'll be a fierce adversary and feared opponent at the poker table that'll easily crush micro
stakes poker games. You'll not only win a lot more money, but you'll also be a much happier
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Since reigning poker expert Phil Gordon’s Little Green Book illuminated the strategies and
philosophies necessary to win at No Limit Texas Hold’em, poker has changed quickly and
dramatically. Today, Pot Limit Omaha is the game of choice at nosebleed stakes. The players
are aggressive, the games are volatile, the decisions are tough, and the pressure is relentless.
This is Poker 2.0. In his Little Gold Book, Phil Gordon reexamines the game from the ground
up. The key to competing with today’s top players is finding the post-flop edge, but to really
understand this new playing style, you need to get comfortable with the underlying math. Don’t
be intimidated. Gordon makes this challenging material as approachable and simple as
possible. Beginning with the foundations of Poker 2.0, he unpacks the modern poker player’s
tool kit, rigorously examines the new lines of play in No Limit Hold’em, dissects the fast and
furious strategies of Pot Limit Omaha, and explores the winning poker mind-set that will take
your game to an entirely different level. The golden age of poker is upon us. Phil Gordon’s
Little Gold Book will shorten your learning curve, and if you’re willing to put in the time and the
work, big bankrolls await.
An ancient mistery. An impossible place. An unimaginable adventure. Professor Castillo's
daughter has mysteriously disappeared in the Amazon jungle. Determined to find her, he begs
Ulysses and Cassie to go with him. Unable to dissuade him and not wanting him to go on his
own, they both accept to help their old friend in his crazy attempt at her rescue. The three
embark on an incredible journey to a place which should not exist. A journey nobody has ever
returned from. Author's Note: Black City is a new adventure of Ulysses, Cassie, and Doc
Castillo, the three protagonists of the international bestseller The Last Crypt. Although The
Last Crypt chronologically precedes Black City, they are two separate novels, completely
independent, and may be read in any order
Super Stars of Hold'em does for hold'em what Doyle Brunson's Super System 2 did for poker.
Negreanu gathers together the greatest young players, theorists, and world champions of
hold'em, to present insider professional secrets and winning strategies for the only poker game
that counts nowadays-hold'em. Ten powerful chapters cover every aspect of the major hold'em
games-limit, no-limit, and pot-limit for cash games and tournaments -- with in-depth coverage
on all aspects of play. This weighty volume will be an instant classic-poker players cannot
ignore the professional advice from the greatest stars of the game.
Gus analyzes the hands that he played during 2007 Aussie Millions poker tournament and
reveals his secrets for winning.

Whether it's poker or trial law, wisecracking Rita Morrone plays to win, especially
when she takes on the defense of the Honorable Fiske Hamilton, a prominent
federal judge accused of sexual harassment. And it's no coincidence that the
judge is her live-in lover's father. Then the action turns deadly, and Rita finds
herself at the center of a murder case. She probes deep into the murder,
uncovering a secret life and suspects in shocking places. When the killer
viciously ups the ante, Rita decides to end this lethal game. She lays it all on the
line for the highest stakes ever—her life.
In this groundbreaking book, Taylor and Hilger lay bare the secrets of the Poker
Mindset: seven core attitudes and concepts that ensure you have the optimal
emotional, psychological, and behavioral framework for playing superior poker.
The Poker Mindset deeply explores vital topics that most poker books only touch
upon: - Tilt: What it really is, why and when you are most prone to it, and how you
can avoid it.- Bankroll: A complete examination of bankroll management from a
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technical, but more importantly, from a psychological and emotional viewpoint.Opponents: How to determine your competitors' mental and emotional processes
so that you can dominate, out think and outplay them.- Downswings: Every poker
player experiences them, but you will truly understand and be armed against low
ebbs when they occur.- Bad Beats: The Poker Mindset will enable you to
overcome the trauma of bad beats and losing big pots. Poker is a fun game, but it
is even more fun when you win. The Poker Mindset may be the most valuable
poker book you will ever read. Embrace its concepts and you can overcome the
unseen obstacles that are limiting your success at the table.
It's 1941, and Captain Alexander M. Riley and his crew of deep-sea treasure
hunters believe they're setting off on yet another adventure--to find a mysterious
artifact off the coast of Morocco for an enigmatic millionaire with questionable
motives. Part-time smugglers, world travelers, and expats who have fought
causes both valiant and doomed, Riley and his crew soon find themselves in the
crosshairs of a deal much more dangerous than the one they bargained for. From
Spain to Morocco to an Atlantic crossing that leads to Washington, DC, Captain
Riley must sail his ship, the Pingarrón, straight through the eye of a ruthless
squall and into a conspiracy that goes by the name Operation Apokalypse--a
storm that only he and his crew can navigate.
This beloved celebration of individuality is now an original movie on Disney+! A
modern-day classic and New York Times bestseller from Newbery Medalist Jerry
Spinelli. Stargirl. From the day she arrives at quiet Mica High in a burst of color
and sound, the hallways hum with the murmur of "Stargirl, Stargirl." She captures
Leo Borlock' s heart with just one smile. She sparks a school-spirit revolution with
just one cheer. The students of Mica High are enchanted. At first. Then they turn
on her. Stargirl is suddenly shunned for everything that makes her different, and
Leo, panicked and desperate with love, urges her to become the very thing that
can destroy her: normal. In this celebration of nonconformity, Newbery Medalist
Jerry Spinelli weaves a tense, emotional tale about the perils of popularity and
the thrill and inspiration of first love. "Spinelli has produced a poetic allegorical
tale about the magnificence and rarity of true nonconformity." -- The New York
Times
A complete introduction to building robust and reliable software Beginning
Software Engineering demystifies the software engineering methodologies and
techniques that professional developers use to design and build robust, efficient,
and consistently reliable software. Free of jargon and assuming no previous
programming, development, or management experience, this accessible guide
explains important concepts and techniques that can be applied to any
programming language. Each chapter ends with exercises that let you test your
understanding and help you elaborate on the chapter's main concepts.
Everything you need to understand waterfall, Sashimi, agile, RAD, Scrum,
Kanban, Extreme Programming, and many other development models is inside!
Describes in plain English what software engineering is Explains the roles and
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responsibilities of team members working on a software engineering project
Outlines key phases that any software engineering effort must handle to produce
applications that are powerful and dependable Details the most popular software
development methodologies and explains the different ways they handle critical
development tasks Incorporates exercises that expand upon each chapter's main
ideas Includes an extensive glossary of software engineering terms
One of the most highly regarded poker books to come out in the last decade is
now even better than before. The expanded and revised second edition of Kill
Everyone, by Aussie Millions champ Lee Nelson (with Steve Heston and Tyson
Streib), now includes hand illustrations throughout the book—and even more
enticing for poker players—commentary throughout the book by internet-poker
and European playing sensation Bertrand "Elky" Grospellier, World Poker Tour’s
2009 Poker Player of the Year. Kill Everyone begins where Kill Phil left off. Its
perfect blend of real-time experience, poker math, and computational horsepower
combine to create new concepts and advanced strategies never before seen in
print for multi-table tournaments, Sit-n-Gos, and satellites. It also explains how to
choose the right strategy for the right game, provides the proper tactics, and
introduces new weapons into a tournament-poker-player's arsenal. This book is
for anyone serious about playing tournament poker, both live and online. And for
cash-game players, a bonus chapter, penned by online cash-game ace and 2007
WSOP bracelet winner Mark Vos, helps you develop your short-handed no-limit
hold ’em cash game.
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